Why Prisma Cloud?

- AWS-native cloud compatibility to ingest all major AWS APIs for centralized policy management and security visibility
- Full lifecycle security spanning Build, Deploy, Run, and for IaC templates and images, functions, and AMIs
- One-click compliance reporting for easy auditing of GDPR, PCI, NIST, HIPAA, and more
- Data Security module to scan and detect Amazon S3 misconfigurations and PII or sensitive data exposure
- Comprehensive threat intel without AWS configuration from >30 feeds, including AutoFocus

Product overview

Centrally verify security and govern multi-account AWS environments and operations with comprehensive cloud native Cloud Security Posture Management (CSPM) and Cloud Workload Protection Platform (CWPP) security monitoring and compliance within a single pane of glass.

This AWS Partner cloud native security solution offers:

- CSPM (across AWS)
- Cloud Workload Protection (Amazon EC2, Amazon ECS, Amazon EKS, AWS Fargate, AWS Lambda)
- Cloud Network Security
- Cloud Infrastructure Entitlement Management

Prisma Cloud offers a comprehensive view of your security posture across your AWS accounts. Help secure manage and scale AWS workloads, containers, and hosts with centralized access and permissions control, compliance, behavior, and resource governance.

Prisma Cloud with AWS Control Tower Benefits

AWS Multi-Account Visibility and Centralized Governance

- Detect everything across all AWS accounts, enforce policies
- Centralized RBAC, ML-powered policy and security controls

Simple Operational Scale and AWS Auto-Provisioning

- Verified compliance with pre-configured AWS Landing Zones
- Lifecycle events automation, improved security for scaled ops

Comprehensive Cloud Native DevOps and CI/CD Security

- DevOps process fit for cloud native architectures
- Easy solution to set guardrails at organizational level
How Prisma Cloud and AWS Control Tower Work Together – Multi-Account Registration

Prisma Cloud with AWS Control Tower centrally governs and manages access to AWS services and resources. When a new AWS member account is added to your organization with AWS Control Tower, that new AWS account is onboarded automatically to Prisma Cloud.

If you use AWS Organizations all member accounts included within the hierarchy may be automatically onboarded to Prisma Cloud in one simple streamlined workflow. In this way, Prisma Cloud helps you manage and implement security at the speed of business.

Auto-Registration of Multiple AWS Accounts with Prisma Cloud

- Allocate separate AWS accounts to different teams for accurate AWS usage and cost attribution
- Isolate AWS organizational units, workloads and apps to receive specific security requirements
- Scale, experiment, and innovate more quickly across multi-AWS accounts
- Innovate on AWS with trusted Palo Alto Networks support
Prisma Cloud – Data Points

- 70% of Fortune 100 use Prisma Cloud
- 1.8B+ resources monitored
- >1M workloads secured
- ~5B weekly audit logs processed

Prisma Cloud – Customer

**Pokémon**

*Prisma Cloud has helped strengthen the relationship between DevOps and InfoSec to unite the two teams.*

– Jacob Bornemann
Sr. Security Engineer

**Gett**

*Much more valuable for us than what all other competitors are able.*

– Andrey Eidelman
Head of Application Security

**Practice Fusion**

*Prisma Cloud has transformed the way we maintain compliance and visibility.*

– John Hluboký
VP of Information Security

Prisma Cloud – Resources

- Prisma Cloud 2.0
- Gartner Market Guide for CWPPs
- How Palo Alto Networks and AWS Work Together

Full lifecycle, full stack security and compliance for 360-degree view and control of all AWS resources and accounts with Prisma Cloud.

**More than 1,800 global customers** accelerate their cloud native security with trusted Prisma Cloud.

Solution available on AWS Marketplace